From stress to success: Neuroscience-informed training for cyber security first responders
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Abstract This paper proposes a neuroscience-informed approach to training cyber security first responders for disaster preparedness. By incorporating insights from neuroscience research, organisations can develop training strategies that promote stress resilience and enhance decision-making under pressure. The training programmes and techniques proposed herein are not exclusive to a certain personnel role within the response team but are generalisable to all within an organisation facing stressors from large scale disasters requiring timely emergency response. As each organisation has its own particular response team protocols for various types of cyber security emergencies, the authors have suggested approaches to training, particularly as it relates to stress resilience, that are more easily scalable, generalisable and adaptable.
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INTRODUCTION
First responders to cyber security attacks and threats share much in common with emergency responders in other fields. The roles require similar skill sets and training. Firefighters, for instance, must be ready to jump into action at the sound of the dispatch alarm. They have trained extensively to ensure they react with precision and expediency in a moment of crisis which could otherwise be disorienting. Without preparedness training, even professionals who have the education and understanding to know the correct action to take during a cyberattack may react emotionally, panic and make critical errors during emergency situations. Further, first responders are quickly followed by other professionals and paraprofessionals responsible for decision-making, managing and playing supportive roles during crises. The stress exposure of second responders can be enormous as well, and they are susceptible to the same emotional and psychological reactions as first responders.

Emergency response training for first responders focuses to a great degree on procedural drills. This is important as it helps to ‘hardwire’ the required response and reduces the cognitive burden on responders in a moment of crisis. This well-established method of training acknowledges that extreme stress can present a barrier to accurate emergency response. Emergency response training must account for how the brain works under extreme stress.

This paper proposes incorporation of practices informed by neuroscience, a multidisciplinary field of study seeking to describe how the brain functions, into emergency response training for all cyber security professionals. Organisations can use neuroscience-informed training not only for emergency responders, but in training for all personnel who will inevitably be exposed to the stress of emergency response and subsequent recovery. Importantly, it is the days and weeks, even months, after the adrenaline has subsided from a cyberattack that are perhaps the most conflict-ridden time for any organisation. Internal audits and analysis to determine how a breach occurred are extremely stressful for professionals whose careers are built upon preventing, mitigating and responding to such security threats. Depending on the damage done or sensitivity of the information compromised, external criticisms and investigations will further exacerbate internal stress and conflicts.

A neuroscience-informed approach to emergency preparedness is very similar to how it assists professionals in dealing with any conflict. Conflict, in some part, can be described as the brain’s response to stress. Emergency preparedness is essentially training that assists professionals to act against the brain’s well-known and predictable natural inclination during extreme stress: flight, fight, freeze.

STRESS AND PRODUCTIVITY
If one has been in the field of cyber security for any length of time, it likely comes as no surprise that this career field is deemed to have some of the highest stress levels of the 853 careers reviewed by O Net, a database managed by the US Department of Labor.\(^1\)

Due in part to this reality, the estimated average tenure of a chief information security officer (CISO) is estimated by many sources as being somewhere between 24–48 months.\(^2\) One study found that 88 per cent of CISOs reported being ‘moderately or tremendously stressed’.\(^3\) The estimated average cost of replacing a salaried employee is six to nine months’ of the employee’s salary. Consequently, with the roughly estimated CISO salary of US$200,000 per year, the replacement costs could rise to as much as US$150,000.\(^4\)

Although extreme levels of stress are harmful, mild or moderate stress, known as eustress, can actually boost performance.\(^5\) When it comes to toxic stress, however, research has found the negative consequences can include physical and mental health...
challenges; decreases in effective performance, problem-solving skills, and intelligence; and interpersonal difficulties. Researchers have found that the difference between acceptable and harmful stress is whether those undergoing the stress are able to control or anticipate: 1) the cause of the stress; 2) the frequency with which it presents itself; and 3) the severity of the stressor once it appears. In fact, when individuals simply feel some control over the stress they experience, the stress may be self-described as manageable rather than toxic and harmful. Consequently, taking as much control of stressors as possible is critical to a CISO and their team.

TOOLS FOR STRESS RELIEF
Acronyms and other mnemonic devices can be a very effective and important component of stress management, as stress itself creates barriers to recall and learning. One such acronym which assists with the control of stressors or increases the perception of control to one’s brain and thereby minimises the effects of stress, is ‘CRAP’.

The CRAP Model
CRAP stands for conflicts, resistances, anxieties and procrastinations/problems (see Figure 1). The concept, created by Mark Waldman (Loyola Marymount University), is an extremely beneficial way to prevent the brain from fixating on problems and fears, and makes it easier to resolve them by using a combination of logic and creativity. According to Waldman, the following process enables the brain to disconnect from the intensity of the feelings surrounding negative thoughts and fears.

Conflict
Identifying internal conflicts is crucial to stress management. Handwriting, not typing, at least 20 limiting beliefs, worries, fears and doubts, imagined or real, activates the neural networks important to this process. Once the first pass-through is complete, participants should be encouraged to relax for a moment and then consider whether there may be anything else to add to the list. Finally, invite participants to add anything they believe someone close to them might recommend adding to their list.

Resistances
Once lists are complete, the group should take another moment of relaxation, and reflect upon their lists. At this point, the key is to avoid judgment when viewing the document. Instead, the goal is to view the list as if it is being seen for the first time. Relaxing, breathing deeply (or even better, yawning), and stretching during this process will enable those who are giving their full effort to this process a nearly immediate reduction in the intensity of the stress felt by the items on the list.

Anxieties
Continuing, participants will assess their fears and anxieties. They will reflect on whether each negative thought on the list is tangible or happening presently. Many will find their worries and doubts actually stem from memories of events long past without real bearing on the present moment.

Procrastinations/problems
The participant should save and review the list or repeat the process weekly, as discarding the list would cause the brain to revert to ruminating on negativity once again. By keeping the paper, the unconscious brain can relax because it knows the issues have been noted. For listed items deemed to be current and rational concerns, the individual should write down two things that could be done to minimise the problem. Participants should check the list periodically to see if there is anything that can be removed or should be added.
Another effective tool to control the ambiguity of stress and find effective solutions to workplace troubles is to utilise processes which give the intrinsic (also known as the subconscious) part of the brain more opportunities for solving our daily challenges. Research has shown the intrinsic brain is far more in charge than originally imagined. In fact, neuroscientist David Eagleman says ‘most of what we do, think and feel is not under our conscious control’. Because of this reality, it is important to give the intrinsic brain unstructured time to do one of the things it does best: resolve problems ‘under the hood’.

Peak performing teams take advantage of this fact by adding unstructured time to their routines to stop thinking about work-related problem solving. Srinivasa Pillay outlines the benefits of this type of thinking in his book, *Tinker Dabble Doodle*.
Try. Pillay expands upon the research indicating that consciously forcing the brain to focus on complex tasks for too long is counterproductive. He posits that allowing the mind an escape from the workplace results in greater productivity, as the intrinsic brain finds solutions not accessible to conscious thought processes. This often results in more creative and effective solutions that appear more quickly.

One simple way to access unstructured brain time is to take a short 2–5-minute break from work each hour to move away from the workstation and exercise the body — ideally outside. Getting out of the office for some deep breaths of fresh air and stretching better enables employees to give their brains a break and stop consciously thinking about work. By doing so, the intrinsic brain is better able to compile ideas without the pressure of attending to the task on which the conscious brain was focused.

Another way to put the intrinsic mind to advantage is to separate brainstorming sessions from decision-making sessions by at least a day, or ideally two. This break between tasks allows the brain an important sleep cycle(s) to consolidate neurons and create unique ideas. One research project on this process revealed that subjects given eight hours to sleep had triple the success rate of those who did not sleep during the puzzle-solving exercises. To maximise the benefits, it is best to think about the problem just before bedtime, as the brain continues to do some of its best work during sleep. This process often results in awaking with new solutions that did not consciously exist a day or two before. Research into the intrinsic mind and peak performance will likely continue to inform the refinement of these practices.

A final option for relieving stress and minimising burnout is to allow teams flexibility to meet their own work–life balance needs. Such flexibility increases job satisfaction and relationships between management and employees. Organisational consultants can assist in determining where flexibility may be appropriate and necessary, mitigating some of the latent conflict between management and employees in any organisation. Even small amounts of autonomy over scheduling can yield significant increases in productivity.

**FAILURE AND CREATIVITY**

Although counterintuitive, failure, like conflict, is productive depending on how organisations treat it. Using the following statistics of cyber security breaches as examples, it can be difficult to comprehend how failure is actually productive:

- Sixty-six per cent of the organisations surveyed had experienced at least one security breach in the past year, while 30 per cent had experienced multiple breaches;
- Twenty-four per cent of CISOs said that their board refuses to acknowledge breaches are inevitable;
- The majority of both CISOs (37 per cent) and C-Suite (31 per cent) believe the CISO is ultimately responsible for the response to a security breach;
- Twenty-nine per cent of CISOs believe the executive team would fire the responsible party, which is confirmed by the C-Suite (31 per cent). A fifth (20 per cent) of CISOs believe they would be fired whether they were responsible or not;
- Ninety-seven per cent of the C-Suite said the security team could improve on delivering value for the amount of budget they receive.

Many see failure as a negative indication of their ability. Others consider the lack of failure to be failure in and of itself. In fact, the fear of failure actually shrinks our brains and makes us less creative. To leverage the value of failure, create a work environment supportive of failure and frame it as a positive
step towards future success and better cyber security strategies. However, this framing improves team productivity only if teams seek to learn from their failures. In other words, debriefing is critical to the process of failing forward.20

This debriefing process should be employed regularly to maximise benefits, as rapid feedback is one of the key indicators of growth toward expertise in any given field.21 After a self-proclaimed ‘failure’, explore team processes and consider possible improvements to team response. Conducting this process together in a non-judgmental and objective manner is vital. During debriefing, focus on the process rather than on any specific individual. The more tempting it may be to blame a specific individual, the more likely that process and system improvements will be missed. By avoiding ‘scapegoating’ and instead focusing on the systems which will likely outlast the people, a team ensures whoever may fill positions are better able to maximise opportunities for future success.

During the objective process of dissecting system failures and shortcomings, teachable moments will naturally present themselves. As team members engage in the non-judgmental process of system improvement, they will likely see where they may have personally fallen short and learn from the experience in a more meaningful way than if faults were coldly identified by management and used to berate the individual or team. In short, each debriefing can increase a team’s skill level while improving the organisation as a whole well into the future.

Fortunately, for those CISOs willing to break away from the fear of failure, Kevin Desouza and his colleagues created a five-step failure-friendly process (see Figure 2), as follows:22

- **Step 1**: Create a process for brainstorming and idea implementation. This process should be transparent with a known location for members to view and learn about the ideas and efforts of the team;
- **Step 2**: Establish a specific vetting process for determining the feasibility of the generated idea;
- **Step 3**: Create a space, or avenue, for testing ideas so prototypes can be developed. In short, this should be the place where ideas are tinkered with and fine-tuned;
- **Step 4**: Obtain buy-in from stakeholders;
- **Step 5**: Launch the concept, while leaving room for disappointment if the ideas do not make it to fruition.

A wonderful by-product of establishing such processes is that team members are included in organisation change processes and benefit from positive brain chemicals associated with inclusion and having their ideas acknowledged. David Rock of UCLA created another change process designed to augment features that allow one’s brain to more easily adapt to change. His process takes advantage of the value that comes with team member inclusion. Known as the SCARF (status, certainty, autonomy, relatedness and fairness) model, Rock recommends the following actions to ensure change has the best chances for being received successfully:23

- **Status**: When processes change, try to ensure employees’ status remains roughly the same as it was before the change. The titles and process can change, but their level and importance within the organisation should be as unscathed as possible;
- **Certainty**: Inform stakeholders of as many aspects of the impending change as possible to leave little room for conjecture and rumour. If all the details are not yet available, transparency in that regard is valuable, as well;
- **Autonomy**: Sincerely allow affected employees to offer their ideas and suggestions. Even if the suggestions cannot be later utilised, employees will feel more fairness about the changes by being sincerely heard and are better able to
understand the rationale behind decisions. Feeling included is what creates the brain's positive feedback;

- **Relatedness**: If a change is going to occur, make sure information is shared from those who are implementing the change rather than from conversation at the water cooler, as it were. Again, the idea is to create more meaningful connection and inclusivity from the top to the bottom.

Information poverty leads to speculation and distrust. When taking a neuroscience-informed approach to organisation management and change, inclusiveness triggers the reward centres of the brain needed to promote team cohesion and morale;

- **Fairness**: Make sure the changes are as fair as possible. People have such a strong innate desire for fairness that inequities
will be long kept in an intrinsic mental log to be righted another day. This storing of inequities can be very costly to organisations.

When considering the SCARF model of change, one section deserves some additional attention: certainty. The brain is hardwired to react in a fear-based manner when confronted with uncertainty. Consider the common experience of fear when a supervisor asks to see an employee in their office. Employees generally feel some sense of fear and angst, albeit very often imagined. Seldom does the brain process the request to speak with the supervisor in a positive way, but rather creates a fear-based reaction in preparation for the worst-case scenario based on the unknown. No matter whether an organisation is managing day-to-day operations or in the midst of trying to minimise the damage caused by a cyber security attack, sharing as many details as possible will help calm the fear-based brain. During a cyber security crisis, communication often becomes strained, as fear and uncertainty take over stakeholders’ reaction to the threats — both personal and professional. When this occurs, people often say things they later regret, eliciting negative reactions from their teams. Thus, the recovery stage is less successful, takes longer and key opportunities for damage mitigations remain overlooked. The importance of considering communication approaches during stressful events cannot be overstated.

Although too often swept under the rug or justified when it occurs, the raised voice is counterproductive and should be avoided at all costs. Negative stress reduces working memory, and research has shown that using verbal aggression (yelling at an employee) reduces their working memory by as much as 52 per cent — anathema to rapid recovery response. Instead, before managers have difficult conversations with direct reports, they should ensure their own stress is managed — a classic ‘put on your mask first’ scenario. Those in positions of authority should refrain from using dictatorial or harsh tones, which only serve to shut down the recipient’s desire to work effectively and activate their ‘fairness radar’ in a negative manner. Further, verbal aggression signals to the brain that the manager is the immediate threat or problem, rather than the cyberattack. Finally, such behaviour only gives impetus to increased turnover, which as previously noted, is a very expensive statistic to justify. Instead, those in authority should view their reports as respected colleagues and speak to them accordingly. This can be more easily accomplished if CISOs and C-suites refrain from the unproductive viewpoint that employees are the problem or an obstacle in their way. Instead, viewing them as allies in solving the real issue at hand — the cyber security breach — opens the door to more productive, safe and collaborative problem solving.

MIRROR NEURONS

Another neuroscience gem that can benefit all stakeholders is the concept of mirror neurons. Mirror neurons fire when an individual observes behaviours in others, such as crying and laughing. They are thought to be one of the cornerstones of empathy. When observing behaviour, mirror neurons create an experience in the observer akin to the behaviour they are observing. This is one reason people cry in movies or when a loved one is hurting. Therefore, supervisors who keep calm and kind during a crisis can take advantage of the mirror neurons of their employees. Calm begets calm, panic begets panic.

Conversely, CISOs may adopt their C-suite’s negative thinking and communication style born of a sense of urgency and frustration felt by key stakeholders. This can lead a CISO to
become overly aggressive, belligerent, uncooperative and even plain rude or verbally abusive to their team. The CISO may become completely divested of a neuroscience-based mindset and instead exacerbate the situation by adding stress-induced interpersonal conflicts to the larger crisis. In as much as the CISOs in these circumstances have allowed themselves to become victims of upper management’s own conflict, they become perpetrators of their trauma upon other members of their team — this is to say nothing of the wasted resources when conflicts between the team fuel recovery delays.

To minimise the potential negative effects of mirror neurons, a CISO who is the voice of reason, kindness and calm will inevitably de-escalate tensions. This concept is not at odds with the need for efficiency in emergency response. Some of the most admired leaders are those who maintain kindness and calm during crises while still inspiring quick and effective action. This frame of mind protects the CISO, as well, because inordinate amounts of stress can have deleterious effects on mental and physical well-being. From a neuroscience perspective, acquiring excess stress from others can actually kill one’s own brain cells.29

In times of high stress, it is important to take a moment to plan, and communicate that plan with your team to move forward with a mindful, well-executed response. One way to do this is to make what Gary Klein calls a ‘premortem’.30 This is also known as prospective hindsight, where one considers what could go wrong and creates a process for shoring up any of these issues prior to anything going awry. Neuroscientist Daniel Levitin also speaks to this process in his TEDx Talk entitled ‘How to stay calm when you know you will be stressed’.31

FINAL THOUGHTS

Implementing a neuroscience-based approach to cyber security preparedness, breach mitigation and team performance can be overwhelming for internal resources such as human resources (HR) and training departments. Professional consultants may very likely be necessary to obtain an objective report of areas of improvement, conflict resolution system designs and team training. An important part of running a successful organisation is to know when to consult outside experts. Regardless of an organisation’s mission, the subconscious brain runs the show. It can run it well, given some stress-free space and time, or it can rebel, producing fear-based survival responses. Understanding this alone is an excellent beginning to organisational longevity.
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